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lieved it will have to deal farther
With the liquor question. The early
voting, here was. heavy, both partes
?
getting out their full strength.
Light Vote lin, Nebraska.'
Lincoln, Neb.,NovJ' 2. Clear, calm
weather prevailed throughout Nebraska today. Early reports indicate a
light vote. Three Judges of the state
supreme court and three regents of
the etate university are to be elect
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TBIK IS

HEAVY
.

DESPITE BITTERNESS IN TRIAN-'GULAR, FIGHT, VOTING IS

THREE

ISSUES

IN

INDIANA

LAW
QUESTION,
LIQUOR
FORCEMENT AND FATE OF
BEVERIDGE CONCERNED
New York, Nov.

2
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Race Issue in Louisville.
cam2.
The
Nov.
Ky.,
Louisville,
dominapaign against alleged negro
of
the
"Gateway
tion in Louisville,

KILLS HIS

FOR TAFT

FAMILY

TO CUT

EN-

'

toot
The weather WTi'chiar
when the polls opened and the early

voting though heavy, was without
disorder. Nearly
ot the
vote in the triangular mayregistered
'
oralty election had been cast by ' 2
A ecore of
o'clock this afternoon.
arrests had up to noon been made for
ilegal voting, but the election is regarded as one of the quietest la the'
city's history. Much scratching is re
ported in all parts of the city.
Robert Taft, a son of President
Taft, came down from New Haven last
uigui vuu BBvmui viuku liitties iruw
Tale to do duty as a Republican
watcher at a voting place in a little
etore on Third avenue. The news that
young Taft would be at this polling
place, brought such a crowd that it
was decided he had better not act as
a watcher. The police had to be called upon to disperse the crowd.
three-Quarte-

HEARTS

--

SIPPI

COST MEXICO $750,000

Mexico City, Mex. Nov. 2. Ignaclo
L. de la Barra who was Mexico's

SOUTHERNERS

PBAISES

special commissioner to prepare
Juarez for the meeting of the two PAY GLOWING TRIBUTE TO
presidents has arrived here from
RETARY OF WAR DICKINJuarez, to close up his last official
SON
business connected with the meetiClu-da-

AT

MISSIS-- "

COLUMBU8,

TAFTDIAZ MEETING
-

WELCOME

JOYOUS

.

DISCOVERED PRESIDENT TO NAME TWO
CRIME
SHOCKING
the South," added some excitement
AND OTHER
NEAR POTTSVILLE, PENNand just a little apprehension of dan'
"
HIGH OFFICIALS
SYLVANIA
ger to the municipal election here
vottoday. In the main, however, the
ers consider the fight on the race CUTS OFF THEIR
HEADS PLENTY OF CANDIDATES
question is made for political effect.
Mayor James F. Crinsted, is the ReCROP
publican candidate to succeed him- BUTCHER, AFTER DECAPITATING THESE FAR EXCEED THE
W.
is
i
candidate
self. The democratic
OF PLUMS TO BE DIS
)
WIFE AND DAUGHTER,
,
O. Head.
x
PENSED
SUICIDES
State Election in Massachusetts.
Boston, Nov. 2. The voters of
GOOD
JUDGESHIPS
Massachusetts today cast their bal HE HAD
PECULIAR SOME
ACTED
lots for state officers and members
of the legislature, and also to decide
AND
PECKHAM
the state's attitude on the income BUSINESS FAILURES BELIEVED SUCCESSORS TO
BENCH
ON
SUPREME
MOODY
Is
estlma
fax. In the large cities it
TO HAVE UNBALANCED MURof the ballots were case
MAY BE SELECTED
ed one-hlrDERER'S MIND

by 9 o'clock.
Rain in Pennsylvania
Washington, Nov. 2. Bargain sea
Pottsville, Pa., Nov. 2. Neighbors,
Nov. 2. A heavy rain
Philadelphia,
son
at the federal pie counter will be
Before, the polls
marked election day in eastern Penn suspicious that something was wrong,
President Taft arrives here

1--

Id'

OFREOS

d

opened today, it was conservatively
estimated that nearly a million dol
lars had been wagered on the result
of ' the municipal election. At the
Hoffman House, where most of the
betting was in progress all night,
principally among the politicians,
bookmakers and sporting men, it was
believed the amount wagered is al
most equal to the bets recorded on
the last presidential election. Judge
Gaynor, the Democratic candidate for
mayor, ruled a strong favorite, the
prevailing odds being J 2 to 1. The
odds on Bannarrt, the Republican
candidate, were 6 to 13, and on
;
Hearst one to six.

EDITION.

TAFT WINS

FEDERAL PI!

1

ORDERLY

her friends - were legion. Before
stricken with Illness, fie. was an active church worker being a jheoiber of
St Paul's 'Memorial church. She was
also a member df'i'tne' Altar Guild of
this church.
The deceased was an only child,
hence her death is an especially
heartrending blow to her parents,
who idolized her. She was possessed
of a happy disposition, and even In
her last illness accepted th inevitable as a welcome relief from pain.
The funeral will be held Thursday.
The arrangements will be announced later. ,.
RECEIVES
'

cd.
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ngMr. de la Barra's labors while

In

Juarez have been most extensive, he
visit
having been there on his last
almost ever since the opening of congress on September 16.
of
Being asked about the stories
enormous expenditures by the Mexican government in connection with
the meeting, Mr. de la Barra said that
ag yet all the statements of expenses
no
had not been footed up, and that
reHe
had.
be
definite figures could
fused io- be quoted as to any approximate sum which might have been
but when shown an article in
an American paper, which placed theamount at $750,000, said that the exthat
penses would hardly approximate

DAVIS

JEEF

MM--
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-

REFERENCE TO
LEADER

ERATE

HERO

A

CONFED-

UNCORKS

ENTHUSIASM
Miss.,

Columbus,

Nov.

2.

Presl-de-

n

Taft received a joyous welcome,
here today when he came to visit the
birthplace of Secretary of War Dickinson, and brought the secretary with
him. Mr. Taft held a reception at the
old home of General Stephen D. Lee.
of the Confederate forces. Later h
made an address irom a stana on
Main street, and before leaving for
Birmingham, attended his first bar-becue of the trip at the Girls' State
'
'
Industrial SchooL
In his address, the president took
occasion to pay a tribute to Secre-- ,
tary Dickinson. In fact, ever since
entering Mississippi, the president has
jlost no opportunity to give evidence
his secretary
pf his high regard-fo- r

broke open the house of Daniel gin when
sylvania. The struggle between the
a butcher of Pine Grove, November 10. Every politician whq
regular republicans and the reform Schocke,
a grew-som- e wants a Job or is boosting a candidate
element for the office of district at this morning, and discovered
here then to get
the
night for a place will be
During
tragedy.
torney brought out a heavy morning
the
In
with
word
a
president first
vote. The state reports Indicate a Schocke had cut off the heads of, his The
on the plum tree sizes up
twelve-year-ol- d
crop
wife
and
daughter
light vote for the state ticket.'
while they were in bed asleep and !thus:
Ohio
in
Election
Quiet
Judgeship on the supreme court
had blown out his own brains. A reekCincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 2. In prac
Justice Rufus W. gum
ing butcher knife on the floor showed bench to succeed
United States spent only
The
tically every city and village of Ohio how the murders had been commit- Peckham, life job, at $12,000 a year;
municipal elections were held today, ted. Schocke was 55 years of age. He ambassadorship to Great Britain in enough to bring troops to El Paso,
from San Antonio. Even the fedThe issues are generally local although had a
Several Whitelaw Reid's place, at $17,500 a Tex..'
disposition.
peculiar
decoreral"
to
be
Governor Harmon, has taken an active times he had failed in
building there had
business, but rear! ambassadorshiD to Austria In
from
employes
In
the
in
ated by subscriptions
Cincinnati relatives had
campaign
part
given him a fresh start. Charles S. Francis's place, at $17,500
'
to wrest the control of this city from
is believed he committed the mur- !a year; a minister to China In place of the building.
It
'
the republicans.
a
"of
Charles R. Crane, at $12,000
la a fit
'
In Cleveland, Mayor Tom i,, John- - ders and then killed himself
.
i yflar; assistant
secretary or. tne jreas- DEEP WATERWAYS .
of Inanityt
sonMs again a. candidate, and
ct
close6
convention
B.
::..
ta
nt
tfca
James
Reynolds, ;&-&y
plaoo
o-Brand
'
'
'
hot come' into the cabinet
did
"He
hljock Is tunning for a PUGILISTTC PLUMBERS- '
a
;
!at $4,500 a year; assistant secretary
third term, but in neither city has
New Orleans La', Nov:
because he ' wanted to," said the
ARRESTED AND FINED of commerce and labor in place of
the campaign developed any striking
of the Deep president, at Jackson, last night. "He
Ormsby McHarg, at $4,500 'a year; closing session today
'
features.
As the result of an altercation in district judgeship in' Chicago in place Waterways convention was marked came because he knew I wanted him.
Rockefeller Doesn't Vote
exthuslastic
expressions of faith i wanted him because I wanted to
the. F. J. Gehring store today, James of Judge T. Dethea, at $6,000 a year; by
Cleveland, Nov. 2. For the first Johnsen and H. Harrington, plumbers, postmastership , in Washington in In the attainment of the "fourteen feet gie an earnest example to the south
time In several jrears, John D. Rocke- who were arrested on complaint of
place Benjamin F. Barnes, at $6,000 a through the valley" project and the of the truth of my declaration that
feller spent election day at his Forest Ray Thompson, a harness maker, al
year; governorship of New Mexico In further pledges of support to the I was anxious to bring you closer to
Hill home. Mr. Rockefeller usually so
in the government at Washington, and
employed in the Gehring store, place of George Curry, at $5,000 a year. movement of those participating
votes in New York, but on account who
included
These
repI also took him' because I wanted one
program.
them
today's
with
assault and
charged
It is possible also that the president
of the illness of Mrs. Rockefeller, he battery, were fined $10 and costs
Latinof
several of the
of the ablest men of the country. I
by may have to appoint another justice resentatlves
did not go east.
Police Magistrate Murray this aftern- of the supreme court in the placeof American countries which would be wanted that Panama canal built and
Negro Question in Maryland
oon,1 the total . in each ease amount- Justice Moody, whose health may com directly benefited by the construction knew if he took hold of it, it would
a vast project.
go."
Baltimore, Md., Nov. 2. The chief ing to 18.
pel his resignation. About five good of such
The president wag wildly cheered
issue in the election in Maryland to
a
According to the story told by judgeships and half dozen assistants
today when he Daid a tribute to theday was the proposed amendment to Thompson, the men "had it in" for to the attorney general are to be ap- SOUNDS DEATH KNELL
OF GUM CHEWERS' UNION memory of Jefferson Davis, referring
the state constitution
designed to him for some unknown reason and pointed for the new customs court of
'
to him as "one of your great heroe
disfranchise the negro. The incom this morning when he refused to buy appeals. Another plum in sight is a
2.
Nov.
Mexico
Grief
City,"
appears of Mississippi."
ing legislature will elect a successor them a drink, so he alleges, they be- cabinet portfolio. The rumor is still
to U. S. Senator Rayner.
came angry and jumped onto him. He abroad that the , secretary of war, to be in store for American gum chewto
a
ers.
official
TWO BURNED TO DEATH
"Wet" or "Dry" In Illinois
canning
According.
exhibited a badly puffed face as proof Jacob Dickinson, will not remain in the
Chicle
IN JAIL AT LORDSBURG
of
American
the
the
,
Nov.
company,'
2.
Elections
Chicago,
in which of the assault and the court lost no cabinet much longer.is
chewers'
threatened
the prohibition question is involved time In fining the would-bgum
delicacy
El
Fifty-nin- e
Paso,
Texas, Nov. 2. Two young
States
United
senators,
pugilists.
for- are 1 elng held in thirty-thre- e
Illinois
Amenians, arrested yesterday after-est- s
Late this afternoon the men were all republicans, are on the anxious with extinction unless new chicle
are diroovered. Owing tfl the noon t Lordsburg, N. M., for peddling
c ties and villages today. Of these
arranging to pay the fines and thus seat, waiting for the president to come
nine are at present "dry" and twenty-fou- r secure their release from custody.
back. Each one of them has from a great demand and consequent high! lemons alleged to have been stolen)
"wet." The
half dozen to fifty postmasters to ap prices, chicle growers of Yucatan have from a Southern Pacific fruit train,.
league
trees too often with the were cremated in the wooden
has been active in all.
BITTERLY CONDEMN
jair
point, to say nothing of United States been tapping
Bitter Fight in Frisco
WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE marshals, United States district attor result, that the trees are being des building there last night in a fire
San Francisco, Nov. 2. Voting iu
are believed to have started
neys,! collectors of internal revenue, troyed rapidly.
this city was heavy early today. The
with the hope of liberating themselves.
New York, Nov. 2. Cardinal Gib collectors of customs and pension
chief interest centers in the fight be- bons does not approve of woman's suf-- . agents whom they may wish to undo NEW HEATING PLANT FOR
Five hundred people who answered"
ARMORY ON GROUND the fire alarm heard the awful crie
tween Francis J. Heney, democrat and frage. Neither does U. S. Senator or to make anew.
of the prisoners for relief.
Charles M. FickerL republican for Elihu Root. Both say so in letters
The heating plant for the armory
the district attorneyship. Fickert is to the National Leaghe for Civic De- MISS ESTHER ROBBINS
The building burned like tinder.
a ten to seven favorite in the betting. duction of Women AntlfSuffragette orAfter the fire was extinguished the
CROSSES THE DIVIDE has arrived and will be installed in a
few days. The floor is now being pol- two charred bodies were removed
P. H. McCarthy, the union labor can ganizations, which met here today.
didate for mayor is also a favorite In
The aged Catholic prelate says in Arter an illness extending over ished and it won't be long before those from the rulnsr Identification was
the betting.
Impossible.
his letter: "I beg to assure you I eight weeks, Miss Esther Robblns, the big dances will be given. .
"'.'
most heartily sympathize with the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
aims of your league and I approve Robbins, passed peacefully away at the
most strongly the stand it has taken home of her parents on Fifth street, at
in opposition to woman's suffrage, 3 a. m today at the early age of twenty-twhich if realized, would bd a death hree
years.
Miss Robbjns was a lovable girl and
blow to domestic life and happiness."
,
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Three Issues in Indiana.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. ,2. The!
liquor question, law enforcement and
the political complexion of the next
legislature were today the three leading issues in the campaign in this
state, with the municipal elections
holding a large share of the interest. The legislative candidates will
not be nominated until next year,
but it is believed that the result of
today's elections will have a far reach-resuon deciding which party will
control the legislature. The next legislature will elect a sucessor to Senator Albert J. Beverldge and it is be
lt

LABOR

'

Anti-Saloo- n

s

MISSING PORTER WANTED

LEADERS MAY YET

HAVE TO SERVE SENTENCES
Washington D. C, Nov. 2. The district court of appeals today affirmed
the decree of the supreme court of
the District of Columbia; adjudging
President Samuel Gompers, Secretary
Frank Morrison and
John Mitchell of the:: American Federation of Labor guilty, of contempt
of court in the Bucks Stove &. Range
case. :.Chiefi justice
Sheppatd
on consti
from' the.
tutional grounds. !,
j'V.
The prison sentence of the supreme
court now affirmed was that Gompers
Morrison and Mitchell must serve
twelve, nine and six months Imprisonment respectively for refusing to
cbey an order of the court to desist
Vlee-Preslde-

41s-sent-

BURGLARY

MONEY TALKS; JEFFRIES

from placing the Bucks Stove &
Range Co. of St Louis to. on the
"unfair list" Neither th? labor leaders" nor their, , counsel , was-.- -, present
when i the- -. decision was rendered. It
is known however that an attempt
will be, made to appeal the case to the
New York, Nov.
lure of
supreme fcourt of the United States the
and their attendant refootlights
and no action .will be takn towards
"Jeffthe arrest of the men until;' thia point muneration, has Induced "Jim"
to
ries
his
about
mtnd
retiring
change
has been . settled
'.V(1',
to' the mountains of. California iox
The New Mexico University football eight oV 'nlne months of hard training
team, is scheduled to 'pass through for his coming' fight with Jack John?
here from Albuquerque en ' route to sori, and' his manager, Sam Berger,
Denver, Thursday night on No. S, announced today that he will tour
and to return through here Monday
the country to meet all comers. Since
.ligning the articles for a fight with

WILL

(

;

0

APPEAR BEFORE FOOTLIGHTS

'

'

Johnson, Jeffries has received offers
of many thousands' of dollars for six
round bouts in Philadelphia, Pittsburg and elsewhere. It is eald Jeffries
win organize his own troupe, the
principal part of which will be an
athletic show in which be will offer,
each night to fight anVitwp men who
wish to meet him, singly. The show
will probably be started soon after
bids for the fight are opened In this
city. .

Sheriff Romero is on a still hunt for
Cipriano Martinez, erstwhile porter at
(he Reed barber shop on Bridge street
the West side,1 and for whom a warrant
w a s Sworn out this morning, charging
this Individual with the crime- of bur"!!
glary.
When the proprietor opened his shop
this morning, he was amazed to find
that the place had been ransacked
from one end to the other. An inves
tigation developed Akt five razors;
several pairs" of "shears, "and other
s
about the shop, necessary
for" the proper conduct of business,
were missing, as well as th said Mar
tinez, who In the' capacity of porter,
was also indispensable.

'''I

ljlck-nack-

Mr. Reed

CHARGE

put two and two together-witthe result that the matter waa..
placed in the hands of the officers,,
and the arrest of the missing porter
was expected before the day was
over, t '. ...
It is said that Martinez was seen
in the barber shop between 9 and 10
o'clock last night, but as he was known
to be employed there nothing wa
thought of the matter' From: this it ia
evidehl that he Was pulling off the
robbery with which he is charged,
'
about that time.
The last seen of the suspected man
was about 8:30 o'clock this morning.
when he left home, presumably to go
to work.
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MAKES HIDNEYS ACT FINE

while Switchman Joe Murphy is lay steadvof the telegraph for train disRIPLEY TALKS
lng off on account of illness.
patching. These changes and imFireman Tom Chowan laid off a trip provements, which" will cost about
yesterday on account of sickness in $200,000, are the direct 'result of the
ABOUT TWO- the family.
recent visit to Denver of President
Brakeman Von Peabody has been George B. Harris and other Hill offiCENT FARES transferred to the second district, with cials who are now
directing the railroad's affairs. The block signals are
headquarters here.
t
Engineer Selover and Fireman to be installed on all the Colorado
NEBRASKA DECISION WILL HAVE
Trainer have been assigned to their branch lines, and as far south, as Fort
IMPORTANT BEARING ON RE
Worth. Perhaps a little later they
regular engine again.
DUCED RATES
Conductor C. E. Raney was in charge are to go as fat south as Galveston
of a drag which. went south yester At present the railroad uses the Sancut-of- f
ta Fe tracks between Denver and
BE SAYS day to the Belen
CONFISCATORY
Everett A. West, of San Bernardino, Pueblo, and this portion of the road
Calif., is marked up on the extra Is using the block signal system now.
Unremunerative in Missouri and No board here as a new switchman
Train dispatching by telephone Is a
Doubt Lets Remunerative in Kansas
Engine 817 went through here yes modern innovation in railroad operaDeclares Head of Santa Fe System terday for work on the Belen cut-of- f
tion, and has been successfully tested
Have a Tendency to Curtail lm Engineer Van Arsdale and Fireman by many of the
,
leading eastern rail
provements and Extensions.
roads. It is said to be less expensive
Nye Smith handled her out of here
Joe Suhl, night round house fore and more efficient than telegraphing
According to a statement made by E. man returned yesterday from a week's the orders, with less ohance
fqr error
P. Ripley, president of the Santa Fe, hunt with his
brother, In the moun- through orders being misunderstood.
to John Dawson, attorney for the Kan- tains. The two of them
together kil
sas state board of railroad commis- led
only time.
Judge McFIe yesterday at Santa
sioners, Kansas will enjoy the privi
Conductor D. M. Coyle and crew Fe, handed down his decision In the
fare until the de loaded seven cars of stock at
leges of the two-ceSpringer case of M. O'Neill vs. Fred J. Otero,
cisions on the Nebraska case la hand
for
The master, involving title to a number
east
yesterday,
shipment
"
ed down.
work was done with dispatch and of mining claims in the Cerrlllos min"It was proven that a two-cerate without accident
ing district in Santa Fe county. The
(
in Missouri was unremunerative," said Brakeman V.
decision was in favor of the defendConduc
of
Rathburn,
Mr. Ripley, "and it is no doubt less
ant
and .will permit him to proceed
tor J. W. Burks' crew, is off a few
with
the sale of the-- company's pro
remunerative in Kansas."
trips, most of which time he Is spend
at Cerrlllos. The court held that
When asked about how long the
perty
ing with a local dentist,, who is fix- O'Neill
was trustee for the company
present rates in Kansas would stand, ing a few bad molars. '
and that the assessment work done
President Ripley said:
Brakeman H. Hawkins has gone to
under the name of DeLallo innured.
"Under the circumstances we will Cerrlllos to relieve
Brakeman Edward to the benefit of the
company, be
let the rates remain here in this state E. J. Howard, who has been
coupling cause performed by trustee. Th
until the Nebraska 'decision comes cars on the work train at
that Junction amount of labor done is to be a pre
down and then jof course something point The latter returns to
this city. ferred claim against the property of
will be done and done at once."
Harry Bailey, formerly employed in the company. The DeLallo location is
In speaking of the confiscatory rates the division
office ruled not to
superintendent's
been a valid loca
in Kansas President .Ripley was here, later at San" Marcial on the Rio tion as was have
not made In good faith
it
against them in every way.'
Grande division, and more recently at but for the purpose of compelling the
"If the railroads are permitted to Albuquerque, spent
yesterday here, company' to pay some back indebted
earn a reasonable profit and they are leaving last night on No. 4 for
claims may be, adjust
Chicago.
thereby able to put tbjat profit back where it is said he will enter the em- ed in the receivership.
into betterments, the farmers and ploy of the Illinois Tarctlon
company
merchants of Kansas will receive In a confidential
PROVEN ECZEMA CURE
capacity. A rumor
more profit in dollars and cents than here has It that
Bailey was recently A Trial Bottle of Oil of
Wlntergreen
they would if confiscatory rates were married, but if he Is a benedict now,
oompouno is utrerea at 25 Cents
;
established."
he was careful not to let his friends
a special arrangement with the
"How do the confiscatory rates hurt get onto the fact
By
a
I
T
-l
1. u.
u. uiiuoraiones
oi unicago,
jj.
the railroads?" was asked .
A rumor which was In r , mi nt nn Lo.
.
urn ct -icscui. uiier me u. 1J. Zr
JJ.
"In the event of the confiscatory three or four years ago
- Prescription
imeciema
for
in a special
regarding
fates the railroads are unable to main jjunani rauway construction in south- aulHUO
oi us usual
Onil Imnmn. t ll n nliiralial WUU1
nnniil em New
tain m.i
com'
Mexico, has been revived, due
luil'ivig wg yuDlMU
tion of their lines by putting the it is said, to the presence of a
corps of skeptical. With the first application
money hack into the work."
&anta n esurveyors who are now in you yrlu 8et instant relief rom tbe
In r.nnHnnlno' Vila
Tiact. the field between Rlncon ard Carls- - itch and 80on you wU1 see s,gna of
cure
dent Ripley said: '
bad, N. M., locating a line which will
No matter now many salves and
( "If wfi ran imnmTA
A
nnp rnnrihoA an
.wu4.
o uTwiauouuneniai
nave
ucyt k?auu
dumjuucu kkiu remedies
of vinterreen liquid
equipment and give the public better line across southern New Mexico and f,aUed thIs
wI"
Petrate to the
shipping facilities it means an add!- - Arizona. Th
it . aM wm
iiiuer sura, Killing me eczema germu,
',
uy uie present Oliver vary line win you not on our special raoi-a- t
Kansas cattlellRh wants is to get his
Rincon with a point in Texas, east mendation call at our store and
fet a 25 cent trial bottle 6f D. D. D,
cattle to early market when he starts nf r,rih , '""
Prescription?
with i them. The better the road is end of the line from a nnlnf near
K n rinnAan Ponoi. ninnv a,,
store
equipped to give, him good service the Whitewater with the Arizona lines,
more money he will make. Wipe out it is saifi tnat the surveying corps
the small margin which the roads de- has been in the field f- t- 80me time The 98t thIng t0 do wlth a man
JUBt out of co,,6ge ia t0 try t0
hlm
,
pend upon for their profit and the ser- and that they are now w.il
now that he need
to
learn
something
down.
to
run
is
bound
vice
way to Carlsbad. The authority for
"And what does the small margin the rumor is not known, but its per- - to
amount to if the farmer, by getting sistence make3 it of interest
How's This?
his cattle to market early, can make
The special detective agency at "Wit offer Otia Hundred Tlnllnra Bn.
five times the amount of It In increas- Denver that has been maintained by ward for any case of Catarrh that
ed price for his stock? This is the the Denver & ffio Grande railroad for cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
business view to take of the railroad many years has been'permanently dis Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Ohio.
question. And if such a view is taken continued. It was under the manage
We, the undersigned, have taown
of it by the people of Kansas, the rail- ment of Cyrus W. Shores. The work F. J. Cheney for
the, last 15 years,
roads will be able to give" unexcelled will now be put under the supervision and believe him perfectly honnrahln
service in this state."
of the five divisions of the D. & R. G. in all business transactions and finan
cially able to carry out any obligaand the Rio Grande Southern roads, tions made by his firm. WALDING,
RAILROAD NOTES
&
and the general offices for this work KINNAN
MARVIN.
Wholesale
'
Engineer H. Hartley was on the sick will be abolished. The general direc- - Druggists, Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarh Cure is taken Inter- list today.
tion of tbe various agencies under the hall v. artin? illrentir nnn th Mwi
Engine 1214 was taken to the Ra division superintendents will In the fu- - and ipucous surfaces of the syBtem,
1 esumoniais
ton shops today.
sent iree. iTics 7BC
(
ture'pemtne Hands of W. S... Martin, Per
bottle. Sold hv nil rtrncirtata
Fireman H. T. Hodson has reported aHBiBiani general. manager of. tbe
'
road.
o ti.iv.
, , ,. . .
iinufl vaiuuy ruin lur cuuaii- t v .. .
for duty, having been off one trip.
v.vubui. vucv me ciiinc luiue ior- - pauon
. Fireman S. E. Snelllng has reported merly employed
will be used In the
for dyty after having laid off a couple work. It consists of W. H Hadlev
Nothing lowers a man so much in
of trips.
A. L. French, R. J. Boykin,
H. P. the estimation of his friends as being
Engineer A. Lowe and Fireman J. F. Holmes, Robert Shores and W. Lunton. always on his uppers
Jackson have been assigned to en- - onrl tTiair nrlll K n niniiV.n J i. j.i
...
"f 1.
)
tatti i -- .
crlnow 11?
"otnei
headquarters of the various suoerin- Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Brakeman Lee Crltes is again work- tendents.
.
. .
ing as a switchman in the local yards,
,,,
x children, a certain relief for feverish
t,0,,0j
"aa siomacn, teeming
"00'
are wrnneht n
tv, i0c,,
move and regulate the bow.
.,,J,
a nBw
ela anl destroy worms. They break
liht".. hv. Prank roooUv fnrmu ii i colds
in 24 hour. Thcv
loroi, iae omciai journal or tne Switch- - pleasant to the taste and harmless as
ness.-O'Neill'-
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BACKACHE

If you take several doses of Pape's
Diuretic, all backache and distress
from
kidneys or bladder
trouble will Tanish, and you will feel
fine.
Lame back, painful stitches, rheum
atism, nervous headache, dizziness, ir
ritability, sleeplessness. Inflamed or
swollen eyelids, worn-out- ,
sick feeling
and other symptoms of .sluggish. Inactive kidneys disappear.
.,j
uncontrollable, smartine. frenviAnt
urination (especially at night) and all
oiaaaer misery ends.
This unusual preparation goes at
once to the disordered kidneys, bladder and urinary system and distributes
its healing, cleansing and vitalizing
influence directly upon the organs
and glands affected, and completes
the cure before, you realize It
The .moment you suspect any kidney or urinary disorder or feel rheumatism pains, begin taking this harmless medicine,, with the knowled?4
that there Is no other remedy at any
price, maae anywhere else in th
world, which will effect so thorough
ana prompt a cure as a fiftvent
treatment of Papo's Diuretic, which
f,
any druggist can supply.
Tour physician, pharmacist banker
or any mercantile agency will tell you
tnat rape, Thompson & Pape, of Cin
cinnati, is a large and resnonRihie
medicine concern, thoroughly worthy
of your confidence.
Only curative results can come
from taking- - Pape's Diuretic, and a
few days' treatment means clean, no
tive, healthy kidneys, bladder and
urinary organs and no backache.
Accept only Pape's Diuretic fifty- cent treatment any drug store anywhere in the world.
-

'

Development enterprises ln San
Juan county were never in so propitious condition. The citizens' ditch is
now practically completed, watering
some. 8,000 acres of fine land on the
San Juan river from eight to twelve
miles south of Aztec. The Eden ditch
people report tbe sale of their bonds
and that active construction work will
start shortly after the first of the new
year. Engineers are now running the
line of the Illinois ditch, which will
reclaim 12'.000 acres of land west of
Aztec on the Animas river. Work Is
being rushed on the big reservoir In
Colorado to water the land In the La
Plata valley, known as the Prewitt
pasture, the ditch having been com
pleted. This acreage is over 7,000

and with what the Eden will bring
under irrigation aggregate more than
75,000 acres. Cost of wate'r - under
these projects is from $25 to $40 per
acre, payable on long time. Compared
with water cost in other irrigated
sections, the water rights are from
f
to
less, and the sup
i
is
of
abundant.
water
ply

ing products and preparing the stuff,
which will "all be in glass. The ex?
hibit will be small, but It is the aim
to make It varied and complete. As
the district has had no killing froet,
it Is possible to get a fair variety of
garden truck for the exhibit. Cot
ton, severarvarieties of kafflr corn,
Mexican June corn, winter oats, wheat
and barley and other grains will be
" . c icyicacuiauYe iiue vi iruns
will also be' shown. Carlsbad had not
intended to send an exhibit to this
exposition, but It has been made plain
to the people there that it is necessary
to be represented' in Chicago at" this
time. Inx addition $250 was' contributed to the general expenses for the
New Mexico exhibit.
The new brick business block of
M. Herzstein & Co., to
replace (he
one recently destroyed, by Are, has
just been completed at Nara Visa and
that firm gave a grand opening, Hugo Lowenstein is in charge of l.e es'
tablishment. ;
A Broken Back
That pain in your back caused by
lumbago, stiff muscles or a strain
Is an easy thing to get rid of. Ballard's Snow Liniment cures rheumatism, lumlfago, sore and stiff muscles,
strains, sprains, cuts, burns, bruises,
scalds and all aches and' pains. You
need a bottle in your house. Sold by
Center Block Depot Drug Co.
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Misses'
dress, made from shadow striped Serge, Gibson,
Style, trimmed with self covered buttons and having fancy silk tie, in
brown and navy, worth $9.50
one-piec- e

--

$7.50
Misses' and Ladies'
dresses made in several styles from
Serge and Prunella cloth, Moyen-Ag- e
models, with full plaited skirts,
trimmed with braid and buttons, in navy, brown, gray, wine, plum and
old rose. Regular, $ 14.50 value, for only.
one-piec- e

S10.50
One lot of dresses including several styles, made from
Batiste,
Serge, Shepherd plaids and Henriettas, all Moyen-Ag- e
models, some

with fancy yokes, some without, trimmed with braids, buttons,, pipings
folds and silk; is navy, garnet, ashes of roses, win, reseda, and black,
worth $ 19.60 to $21.50, for only
i

$17.50
"Millinery
All of our new Fall Hats,
marked to sell for $6, t6 50, $7,
$7.50 and $7.75, this week reduced to

.

.n

FOR

P

$5.00

testimonials of cures. They never
snM v

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., October, 29, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Julell.
Sheehan. Of Watrous. Mora rnimtv.
N. Mex., who, on April 13, 1908. made
Entry (serial 01424), No.
13987, for W.
NE
SE 4 NE
and Lot 1. Sec. 17. Townshin IB
N. Range 21 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
nas filed notice of Intention to make
final commutation proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Robert L. M. Ross, TJ. 8. court
commissioner, at Las Vegas, New
Mexico, on the 17th day of December.

ANOTHER WEEK OF SPECIAL
VALUES
Moyen-Ag- e
Dresses

,,

accept any Bub8tJtute

Our entire line of Ladies'
Hats, marked to sell for 18, $8 50,

Some men are driven to dHnir .mmi
walk up to it and some have drink

f9, $9.50, $10, $11

and

choice this week, only

amen to tnem,

$7.50

CrouP Cured and a Child's Life Saved
labor world. Cassldy says that In
"It affords Tne craat nlenaura trt aAA
tnrA Icanoa nf Jita MSaa.1i11c7Vi
fa
going to turn some glimmers on the my testimony to that of the thousands

atvd Qdr. " '
bne$co e5Jecs.

CALIFORNIA

fali

,

$13,

your
:

fu- -

recora or mwiey, wnose real name,
he says, Is Thaddeus F. HowSey. He
is going to accuse Hawley of being in
To 6ct Vs
Leaeue wlh railroad deteoHve an nt
.,'
oAvvays bxv Vha Gexwiwe clandestine meetings
,
with railroad of- .
manufactured by tke
flcials on the eve of meetings Involv- '
ing wage increases for thousands of
switchmen of America.
Fig
The Colorado & Southern railroad Is
Its mi.
SOLD BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS to install block slenals over
to
bottle.
use
and
tlre
50
per
system
telephones
cne size only, regular price
V6t-yo- ux

000

Foley's kidney Remedy will cure
any case of kidney or bladder trouble
that is not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures backache and irregularities that if neglected might result in
Bright's disease or diabetes. Red
Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer.

A man is called a philanthropist be
cause of al! the things he could do for 1909.
,
his fellows and doesn't do them. '
Claimant names as witnesses:''
Edward E. Johson, of East Las Vegas, N. M. Ernest Bagwell, of East
Foley's Honey and Tar cures onns-hLas Vegas. N. M.. Flllhertn
quickly, strengthens the lungs and ex of Casa
Grande, N. M.; William Smith,'
corns.
Get the genuine ln a yel
pels
in. m.
low package. Red Cross Drug Co.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ana u. u. scnaerer.
Register.

".

r.v.,,

What a girl likes about a flirtation
is it's so exciting thinking how exciting it would be if she meant it.

Largest, Most

.

nr

Kills her Foe of 20 Years '
"The most merciless enemy I had
for 20 years," declares Mrs. James
Duncan, of Haynesville, Me., "was dyspepsia, I suffered intensely after eating or drinking and could scarcely
sleep. After many remedies had failed and several doctors gave me up, I
tried Electric Bitters, which cured
me completely. Now-can eat anything. I am 70 years old and ' am overjoyed to get my health and strength'
back again." For Indigestion, loss of
appetite, kidney trouble, lame back,
female complaints, It is unequaled. Only 50c at all druggists.

New Mexico's

I

,,
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You-coul-

Ajjenta

Modern

A PRODUCT OF DIXIE

preparing and shipping of the exhibnever convince a man the
it. Steps have already been taken to
fiinaoe wr.aldn't work better if his
put the exhibit into ehape. D. B. wife wculd cdrrut he knew how to do
Sutherland, who has had long experi- it. :
'.,
ence in this kind of 'work, is collect-

,

.

,

Cotton h always been one of tbe principal
resource! of tbe South. In former days; only
The
the Cotton lint was valued and preserved.
wa. thrown away as worthless, ln recent
years, however, the skill and trenlus of experts
have developed this waste product until now the
Cotton Seed Oil adds millions of dollars each
y
year to the wealth of the South.
one-halone-thir- d
Foremost ia perfecting; methods of refining;
and utilizing: the oil have been The N. K. Fair
. nM,MMV Th.u first aDnreclated tha
i
whole
j need of a cooking; fat more clean and
that maaecrom tne ibi oi me nog.
The Carlsbad Commercial club has somethe than
have
Cottoleno
of
they
manufacture
In
decided to send an exhibit to the hanged Cotton Seed Oil Into a cooking- - fat as
as olive oil, yet so pure and neutral
Land and Irrigation Exposition in I wholesome housewives
nse It in place of butter
that many
Chicago this month. The club appoint- In making: fine cakV
ed A. 'M. Hove, to superintend the

'

I

e
ucc"
y uamyerlain'8 Cough Remedy. My child, An- arew' wllen only tnree ''ear8 old was
taken With a BeVere attack of croup.
and thanks to the prompt use of Cham- berlain's Cough Remedy his life was
saved and today he 4s a robust and
-

K--

hethy

boy

fiay8

Mrs

Shirt Waits Free

Petticoats
Black Nearsllk with
flounce,
corded ruffle and
trimmed with
3-- stitched bands, good dust
ruffle, $1.25
.,

Shadow stripe Nearsilk, black only, .
with
flounce, trimmed -- with
bias ruffles and fine tucks with
t4- - iach
dust ruffle or a plain Near-silin black, with
flounce
trimmed with 3 chisters of small cords
and 8 inch embroidered ruftle, wide
dust ruffle, 1.50.
12-in-

k,

A

of San Antonio, Texas. This remedy
bee
ln us
,or, many yearsJ8
Thousands of mothers keep it at
.
.
i
v
out! ib uaa ucyci uetfll KllUWn XO I till.
sale by all dealers.
.

-
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This week only, with every
Tailored Suit we sell for $20 or
more we will give absolutely
free, a beautifull Tailored Waist
made in the latest and best Fall
styles. Our usual guarantee goes
with every Suit. Linings guaranteed for
seasons style,
fit and quality of materials guaranteed first class No two Suits
alike all alterations frde.

to

Dress Skirts
A large assortment of Ladies' Skirts,

made from Panama, Serge, Chevron
Suiting and Mohair, 8"me plain gored
with buttons and folds, others with
panel effects with jets and buttons,
worth $5.00, this week $4 Ol.
A splendid Skirt, of ladies'
cloth,
with buttons and horizontal tucks,
nicely trimmed and extra wide, worth
$4.75, this week $..1K).
-
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REVIEW OF
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her imports were only $737,000,000.. In 1907 they had, risen to $2,082,000,000. As to he exports
amounted to only
in 1882 these
"
while in 1907 they- - had
jumped to $1,631,000,000. This extraordinary economic development fully
explains Germany's present aggressive attitude born of necessity. Doubtless her statesmen profess peaceable
intentions and will sincerely follow
them as far as possible;- - for no one
will accuse Germany of being so foolhardy a to really desire a war from
which she would have little to gall
and much to lose. Nevertheless, Germany's economic necessities are serious. To her foreign markets are albeready a prime necessity, and will
come more so with the rapid development that Germany is likely to experience during the next decade. The
difficulty is, Germany's failure hitherto as a colonizing nation. She has
no possessions of great value in oth
er parts of the world; no strategic
position of commercial Smportaaee.
We shut the door upon her in this
hemisphere. Her commerce is growing
and needs the protection of a strong
navy, but ehe lacks coaling stations
as well as successful colonies, ind
the protective tariffs of other coun
tries Interfere with her commercial
conprogress, which under existing
ditions should keep pace with ha
industrial evolution. The great hank
ers of Europe are fully aware of the
and
significance of these conditions,
in
prudence
be
would
lacking
they
if they did not seek to protect Them'
selves accordingly. It is probably Jufct
such tendencies as these whica .J
duce the present European hoarding
of gold.
Hesitancy-I- s still the chief
of this stock market. We
have had some decline in prices due
to liquidation' enforced by the change
in monetary conditions. The speculauntive situation, however, continues
settled. Values are above he level
that attracts investors, and speculative forces on the bull side have been
a
considerably weakened. There is
employ
of
capital
seeking
abundance
ment, but just at present it is finding
other outlets more profitable than
of
,those offered within the precincts
.Le
in
Wall Street. There is nothing
general situation to cause uneasinoss.
The volume of business in the United States continues large, and though
not devoid of unsatisfactory features
is on the whole encouraging. Thera s
little doubt but that we may look for
ward to a period of continued busi;
ness activity for some time to come.
TYi a
cf swL
m a tL--' hnnrAirott
..
. .
A,-strides. In

FINANCIAL

SITUATION

EXCEEDINGLY

IN

TERESTING

NOT ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
Growing Demand for
Wide, Speculation
for Firmer Rates
Co. Predict Good
ance of the Year.

Money is World-

-

Being the Cause
Henry tClews 4
Trading for Bal-

The monetary
situation continues interesting, says
Henry Clews & Co., in their weekly
financial review. While there is no
prospect of disturbance, the tendencies are not entirely satisfactory. The
growing demand for money Is worldwide, speculation based on anticipation of recovery from the setback of
1907 having been the first cause for
firmer rates. In due time business revival asserted itself everywhere and
made large demands upon the world's
monetary resources, somewhat to the
of excessive speculadisadvantage
tive commitments. This revival In the
demand for money is at bottom an
vldence of good health, though the
readjustment which it enforces In
some quarters is not always agreeable. Speculative excesses have been
most noticeable, as usual, In the
United States, where the rebound
from the late panic was most pro
nounced. Germany, also, has been enjoying a marked return of business
activity, acocmpanled by more or less
conse
overdoing. It
speculative
quently happens that the chief financial centers of the world are protecting themselves against abnormal conditions; In other words, they are
wisely putting on the brakes against
Speculative enthusiasm, and diverting their resources to the requirements of legitimate trade. London
and Paris have led in this movement,
with good reason and with beneficial
results. London was forced to part
with about $33,000,000 gold within a
f
went
month, of which nearly
to Egypt and the balance to South
America and other countries. Nor was
this all; much of the new gold coming to. London was secured by other
Institutions than the Bank of Eng- ,Jnd; having been ab)rbd hjrRus- !
sia and France, and thus explaining
ture last summer, and it has not yet
the recent very positive action of'the
adjusted Itself to new and le3 fav
Bank of England's directors.
orable conditions. Liquidation is ln
Just why France and Russia are
vlete. the bis holders of stel and
accumulating gold so inordinately is hlgh priCed railroad securities hav-nexactly understood. In the middle ng oniy partially succeeded !n d!s
of October the Bank of France held
touting their surplus stocks. We
one
forty-lou- r
hundred
million are thUs
to see a fluctuating
pounds, against one hundred thirty henee a g00(j trading market for the
million pounds a year ago. Ontheotn- - Daance 0f tne year at least S&rlons
held one hundred thirty-twmillion breaks',!!! be prevented' if possihle,
pounds against one hundred twenty but lt mu-8- t not be overlooked that
million pond& a year ago. On the oth- - ag
gradually pass from strong
er hand, the Bank of England held nan(je into weaker tba technical
thirty-thre- e
million pounds, com- - oaUon 0f tne market will be inevltab
million pounds
thirty-siwith
pared
jy weakened. '
'
a year ago, and Germany thirty-fou- r
million pound, compared with forty
A Rejgjous
Author's Statement
mllHon pounds a year ago. The rea-Rev- - joseph H. Fesperman, Sails
eon
by France nhould be carrying bury, N. C, who is the author of sev
writes: "For several years
fourteen million pound more than a
I was afflicted with kidney trouble
of
a
time
at
go
comparative
ye?r
1
aa suddenly stride- in Paris is not easy to and I" wlnter
financial
en
in
4fttmlnft. There 1b a strong presump- - ftnd wa8Jtconflnet0 bed
Jght daya
tlon that present political and social unaDle t0 get up without assistance,
tinrest in Europe is at the bottom My urine contained a thick white
of this policy of the Bank of France, sediment and I passed same frequent-No- t
only the Socialistic agitation, the ly day and night I commenced
and the Turkish revolu- - ins Foley's Kidney Remedy and the
tlon have caused a feeling of timidity PaIn fadually abated and finally
vuuou auu iu u i ii- uv. uuiu uvr mail
d
but there are
apprehen- j cheerfully recommend Foley.8 Kid- sions regarding me imure policy ney Remedy." Red Cross Drug Co.
which cause more or less lack of con- - and O. G. Schaefer.
fldence in the distant future. Germany
I.
v
is a great power, and is rapidly
A successful man never sells his
growing. Her population is fully
for less than he paid for it.j
larger than in 1882 and is
1
rapidly turning from agriculture to
What Would You Do?
case
1882
a
of
or
In
In
bum
scald what
about
had
Germany
Industry.
in ij agriculture; would you do to relieve the pain? Such
19,000,000 engaged
are liable to occur in any
while in C907 the number employed injuries and
everyone should be prep- family
had fallen to 17,000,000. 'Meanwhile are(i for them. Chamberlain's Salve
the number employed in manufactur- - applied on a soft cloth will relieve the
instantly, and unless the
ing had arisen from 16,000,O0QO in Paln almost
a very severe one, will cause
1882 to 26,000,000 i 1907. So great a injury is
tne parts tQ heal
Oumt ,eaylng &
development of, industry implies the scar. For sale by all dealers.
urgent necessity for foreign markets. If you wouldplease a woman praise
Fortunately Germany's foreign com- merce
is
tremendous her children or attend her church.
showing
New York, Nov. 2.
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Is the joy of the household, for
without it no happiness can be
'complete.
Angels smile at
and commend the- - thoughts
and aspirations of the mother
bending over ' the cradle.
- The ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass is such that
she looks forward with dread to the hour when she shall reel the thrill
of motherhood. Every woman should know that the danger and pain
can be avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, which
h
of
renders pliable all the parts,
accictinrr natiirA in itts mrr I
By its aid thousands of
women .have passed this
crisis in safety.
i

child-birt-

j

book of Information to women rent free.
REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta, Ga.

XMB BRADFIELD

NEW
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$770,-000,00-
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THE MONETARY
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The Clayton News Is successor to
the Clayton Lance, Editor Taylor retiring and L. E. Johnson assuming
entire editorial charge.
Mrs. Thos. Hughes, of Albuquerque,
has received news of the death in
twin
Chicago of the
babies of her son, Garfield Hughes.

holding a herd of 3,000 cattle belonging to the F. D. W. 'outfit. They were
welgiven a'(characteristic cowboy
come and served to an equaly characteristic cow boy dinner of f rljoles
sour dough biscuits, bacon and black
coffee. F. D. Wight has gathered the
last of his herds in this section and
is closing out his interests here. The
encroachment of the "nestor" has so
curtailed his range that it is 'impossible for him to handle a herd here.
The stock was shipped out recently,
about 65 cars going to Kansas City
and about 35 cars to Clarendon, Tex.

The following two cases from Rio
Ariba county have been appealed to
A new system of holding grade
the U. S. supreme court? Territory
asof
teacher
convicted
meetings has been adopted
vs. Beyriel Garcia,
sault with intent to kill, and Wirt this term, in the public schools in
and'
Superintendent
ve. George W. Albuquerque
Gomez & Company
out
Kutz company, involving 500 head of Sterling says the p?an is working
the
one.
old
the
Formerly
than
better
sheep that had been replevined.
grade teachers ; met at the Central
Dr. F. H. Bryant is in receipt of an school for a discussion of their work,
official communication at Roy, from but under the new system the teachCharles W, G. Wajd, district attorney, ers meet at the various ward schools.
Mora Meetings are held on an average of
notifying the commissioners of
county that said Dr. Bryant is me four days out of the week. The grade
meet
legally qualified Justice of the peace teachers of designated classes
of precinct No. 22, notwithstanding in the grade room selected, where
the action of the county commission- they .see a class conducted. Then the
of
ers, recently 'published in the. Mora class Is dismissed and a discussion
the work follows. In this way tne
paper.
meetings are more practical than under the old system. The meetings are
pohas
h,er
resigned
Miss Rogers
in
held in the forenoon.
sition as second primary teacher
poa
to
schools
accept
the Clayton
If the negotiations for the purchase
sition with the Indian school at Sherschool
of
the San Diego land grant in the
and
man, Calif. The patrons
board regret very much to losa this Jemez mountains, which have been
valuable teacher, but feel that they pending for some days, are successcannot stand in the way of her ad- fully concluded that will take rank
vancement. Mrs. F. C. Grimm wlj! fill with the biggest deals of this kind in
New Mexico. The San Diego grant Is
the vacancy. muph larger than the Baca grant and
200,008
After; an overland jaunt of eleven consists of approximately
days, troops I and M, of the Third acres. It Is stated that the San Diego
United States cavalry, have reached property Is richer in resources than
Fort Wingate, where they are sta- the Baca property and that it has
tioned. These are the troops which perhaps 500,000,000 feet of merchant
took part in the athletic and other able timber of the finest quality. In
features of the territorial fair at Al- minerals it la said to be better supbuquerque. Troop H. of the Eighth" plied than any one other tract in
cavalry, left Fort Wingate Saturday the territory. Timber and minerals
for Fort Apache, Arizona, where it form the greater part of the tract's
will be stationed.
resources, but there are large agri
cultural and grazing acreages that
The "members of the Rio Grande make the property oneof the most
Gun Club of Albuquerque are rapidly desirable in New Mexico.
developing one of the best fish and
The
spelling bee is to
game preserves in the country on the
property they leased last year near be revived In the Albuquerque public
the F. A. Hubbelt ranch. Many im- schools and the grade L pupils- - will
provements have been made since the contest this winter for prizes to be
club was organized and the preserve awarded to the best spellers. The de
now affords "a place where the mem- tails of the plan are under discusbers can hunt and fish comfortably sion and it is thought the first "bee"!
and with the assurance that they will will take place about Thanksgiving
. ;
not return empty handed.
time, The prizes to be awarded have
L ,
determined as yet. Under
v
"
The Farmers
Development . com- the plan as outlined the various
pany at Miami, has Just purchased a grades in each ward school will first
beautiful flock of 2,000 sheep which compete and the best spellers from
are now ranging over the mesa lands each ward will then contest for the
that lie above the irrigation canals. high honors. After much discussion
The purpose Is to utilize the wealth as to whether the percentage plan or
of fine pasture which would otherwise the old way of "spelling dowi" should
go to waste. Te sheep business In be used, it was decided to adopt the
this country Is a very profitable' busi- old method. The spelling bees will
ness. The flock Is being handled on create considerable Interest among the
shares by E. N. Brower and eon, school children and promise to defarmers upon Miami ranch.
velop more rivalry thao football
games. '
V- District court convenes at Aztec,
8. A
Methodist Minister Recommends
San, Juan county,' on November
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
The docket contains no criminal casand Diarrhoea Remedy.
es of prominence, it being four years
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
before
been
has
case
murder
a
since
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
Judge McFie in that cWnty. Since several years for diarrhoea. I considthe changing of the law setting dis er it the best remedy I have ever tried
for that trouble. I bought a bottle
trict court there one month later, Jury of
it a few
ago from our drug
duty is not the dreaded ordeal it, used gist, Mr. a. days
1 shall ever
R. (Brooks.
to be when court set in in the midst be glad to speak a word in its praise
this
of the fruit harvest. Credit for
when I have the opportunity." Rev.
D. Knapp, Pastor
M.
E. church,
change is due to Representative J.
Miles Grove, Pa. Sold by all dealers.
Walters.
Never; ,ay fall. Just go ahead and
Luther George received news -- at fall and your creditors will soon hear
Clayton that his brother, Isan, who of it.
was so seriously burned a Roscoe,
A Card
Tex., had succumbed fto his injuries.
This Is to certify that all druggists
The deceased was .lighting the gaso
line lamps when the oil from a leaky are authorized to refund your money
burner dripped on his clothing and if Foley's Honey And Tar falls to cure
cough or cold. It stops the cough,
the floor. When he threw the match your
heals the lungs and prevents serious
down the oil on .the floor ignited results from
a cold, prevents pneuand flashed to his (clolMng, burning monia and constipation. Contains no
him about the ; chsst and fo.ee. He opiates. The genuine is in a yellow
Re3
lingered more than a week, suffering package. Refuse substitutes.
Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer.
'
Intensely.
Some people have better clothes
The greatest apple crop that San than manners.
Juan county has harvested In some
years is now marketed and the re-- .
Consumption Statistics
suits are moit gratifying. It is esti prove that a neglected cold or cough
mated that over 600,000 pound' of puts the lungs in so bad a condition
winter apples and pears hare boen that consumption germs find a fertile field for fastening on one. Stop
shipped from that county in the last the
just as soon as lt appears
month that brought the growers some- withcough
Ballard s Horehound Sytup.
thing like $150,000. One man from '.re Soothes the torn and inflamed tissues and makes you well again. Sold
acre of Jonathan anDie orcharl
celved $1,200 cash. Since the building by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
of the railroad In there about four
Even sensible men talk nonsense to
years ago the acreage planted ta wooien.
orchard has been more than 1,500 and
much of this will begin bearing the
PILES! PILES1 PILES!
,
coining- season.
Williams Indian Pile Ointment will
'
"
"
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles.
with It absorbs the tumors, allays Itching
Realizing that the round-up- ,
Its contingency of cow ponies, mess at once, acts aa a poultice, gives
wagon and cow boy in champa. spurs instant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
and high heeled boots is soon to be Ointment Is prepared for Piles and
a thing of the past In this section of Itching of the private parts. Sold by
the country a number of Clayton peo- - druggists, mall ,50c and $1.00. Wilnl drove out to the F. D. W. wind liams' Mfg. Co., Props, Cleveland,
mill recently. whre the bovs were O. For sale by Center Block Drug. Co.

Virginia
BRAND

(Hickory Smoked)

'arris (L Bacon

Have the finest flavor
They surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS

v

If your grocer
does not

r!'.v

'.

It,

CHARLES ILFELD

keep them:
he will
order them
;

COMPANY'

for yovi

s

t

-

,

Wholesalers of
General Merchandiae
Men's, Boys' and Children's. Clothing a Specialty.
Mall Orders Promptly Filled.

IELLV '

S3,

aiiif

(Incorporated)

COm
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WHOLESALE KienDHANTS
mad Dealer In

m'Vimii

WOOL, HIDES
r.

Houses

:

ana

PELTS

at

EatLm Vega, N.M., Albuqverouo, H. M., Tuoumoarl,

Mm

Mm,

Peooa,

Mm

Mm,

BAIM WAGONS,
RAC1XE-SAT7LE-

Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Oolorado

the pest Farm Wagon made
CO., Vehicles

Y

Retail Prices:
a,ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c per 100 lbs,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

1,000

AGUA

PLJRA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
ouritv and lastinc Qualities of which h

famous.

Office:

701 Douglas avenue.

k

Browne

ilaiizaiiares

(!o.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Sssds iAd Sssdsn
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
,
Wholesalers of Drugs; and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.'

Headquarters in the Territory for

Plows, Agricultural mplemehts
FULL

r

LINE

Of

MEXICAN

mm

S0JIP

Bar
Opera
CJotiiihrj Bat

Pakat'o Drnugfat

f7n

:

on Tap

LAS

Gltc

V
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farming is merely a process of preparation of the land and cultivation of
ESTABLISHES 1879.
the crop by which every drop of the
scant, rainfall may be conserved and
PUBLISHED BY
utilized for the production of crops.
The Optic Publishing Company In any farming country the rainfall
of a year is far In excess of the
(mOOBPOBATED
amount actually needed for crop proM. M. PADGETT... n. .'....".EDITOR duction,, and by, reason, of tbe4 runoff scarcely 'h more twin half of what
falls is retained in the ground lor the
production of thecrop. The dry farming method is to so store all that
Entered at the Postofflce at East falls, that all may be utilized. The
H ft
ttii M U k .14 4 tti i , i I it i Ltt rar.lf x
rainfall the country over, roughly es1
Lm Vegas,. N. M., as second-clas- s
timated,, averages between thirty and
'
matter.
forty inches. Probably not over half
of this is available "for the developRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
ment of crops, for, besides the largfl
Dally.
amount which runs off during heavy
Per Year by Carrier.
imrJUvii
ili
...17.00 showers, a
great deal of it falls at
rer wonta Dy carrier ,
.65
times when it Is not actually needed
Per Week by Carrier
20
for drop growth. The dry farming
"
Weekly
method is proposed for lands whereuna year
j2.00 on the rainfall is between ten find
Six Months
LOO
twenty inches, and If It be possible
to conserve this entire amount, the
DRY FARMING.
possibilities of productiveness from
arid lands are brought close to tht
The dry farming congress last week of those lands which have a normal
In session In Billings, Mont., It
being crop rainfall.
im- 'art
Preparation of the land for dry
the fourth annual meeting of the or
ganization which has for Its object farming is begun the year before a
,
id- Is to be planted. The land Is'
the Increasing of the productive area crop
deeply plowed by special machinery,
of the United States by methods of the
strong disk plows not only pulver.
V
r , - iff- - I J
laming specially suited to areas izing the subsoil, but packing It into
where the rainfall under usual farm a firm bed through which the water
will not sink and through which ti'e
Ing methods Is Insufficient for the pro
w
alkali which lies four or five
duction of crops.
the surface may not rise by evapIa addition to the work of educa oration and burn the crop. On top
ting the land owners as to the means of the subsoil the surface soli fs pulby which the farming area may fee verized to a fine powder, being actfrom BENEFITS OF A JAIL SENTENCE.
increased, the congress has as its ually reduced to dry dust. Through planted alongside wheat grown
mission the effecting of closer co this fine dust the rain and melted Siberian seed.
That a prison term is conductive to
are
The dry farming enthusiasts
operation between the government snow sink to the packed subsoil becalm and physical improvemental
and various state experts and the neath. During the growing season th-- most hopeful of bringing into pro--:
is well established. It is esfarmers of the arid sections to en loose, subsoil is worked by special
ment
ductiveness a very large area of the
favorable to authorship. That
courage legislation toward increased methods of cultivation, which tend to semi-ariwest, and estimate that if pecially
federal and state appropriations for bring the stored moisture to the sur- all the land
an advantageous stimulus to
it
affords
capable of farming by
the establishment of more experiment face.
this process but which now lies idle financial ability is demonstrated by
Wherever there has been exercised Is brought Into yielding that the ad- the experiences of Charles W. Morse
(stations and to finance the study of
farming methods all over the world due care In the selecting of the prop-- 1 ditional wealth production of the and John R. Walsh, each of whom has
where crops are produced with scant er crops for dry farming the yields United States will have
profted more recouped a lost fortune between the
moisture.
have been most gratifying, but there by dry farming than it has by reason time of receiving a Jail sentence and
term "dry farming" has been have been many instances of failure of the mines of Nevada and Alaska its affirmation by the higher court.
I The
very generally misunderstood and simply from the fact that the crjns combined.
Mr. Morse since his conviction af-has been construed to mean that the planted were not adapted to the
idea in mind with the dry farming methods employed by the system. '
Headaches.
Headaches.
Headaches.
enthusiast is the production of crops Seed for dry farming processes must
Biliousness.
Biliousness.
Biliousness.
local- without rainfall and yet without Irri- be grain grown In geml-arlConstipation.
Constipation.
Constipation.
gation. Such an assumption is ab- ities, it having been proven that eeed
Ayer's Pills.
Ayer's Pills.
Ayer's Pills.
Sugar-coateSugar-coatesurd on Its face, and yet the descrip- wheat from the Mississippi valley,! If your doctor tayi this Is all Sugar-coateright, then lay it over and
Easy to take.
Easy to take.
Easy to take.
tive "dry farming" has provided the where the rainfall is heavy, has fail
over again.
Don't
Don't
Don't forget.
foret.
foreet.
feuch
to
way for
bring satisfactory results 'when
misconception. Dry ed
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Douglas Ave. A.T.

1907 has paid off 80
per cent of his $7,000,000 of debts,
wiping out $1,000,000 of them while in
the Tombs. Since his release on bail
he has regained 'control of two steamship lines and so straightened out his
tangled affairs that he is reputed to
be again on his feet. There remain
to him for further salvage work more
than three weeks of the forty days'
stay granted' before execution of

ter the panic of

.

...

Military or Cuban heels, genuine finer or goodyear
Best leather obtainable, A. B. C. D. &
EE widths.
Cushion sole Shoe, lace, Bluoher, flexible s61e,
easy and comfortable, $4.00
Dutch Dull Calf skin, plain toe; a splendid
every day shoe, $1.00
Dolores -- Kid, plain toe, blucher, turned
sole; a good everyday shoe, $3.50
Mary Patent Coltplaln toe, blucher, turned, 13.50
a line dressy shoe,
Webster Patent Colt, Roodyear welt, blucher
plain toe, S3. 50
-button
welt,
Dull
kid,
Dulloch
.;..x,,.$3.50
$2,75
Fatty Kid button, low heel, large ankle,..,T?.,.l.
button
black
and
suede,
E. P. Reed Gray
military heel; nice fancy toe, $5.00

&

..

John R. Walsh, the convicted Chicago banker, has meantime effected a
practical rehabilitation of his fortune.
Jiy the sale of his railroad properties
for $27,000,000 he will be in a position
to liquidate all claims against him, enable the Chicago National bank to declare a 100 per cent dividend on its
stock and retain axcompetence for himself.
Sweet are uses of adversity. In no
other acts of their careers has the
eminence of these convicted bankers
been so conspicuously exhibited as
while they were facing prison terms.
It has required the courts to bring out
their truly Napoleonic financial quali
ties.
THE CORRECT VIEW
The proposition to appoint an
man as governor of New Mexico
has aroused Just resentment and in
dignation among the people of New
Mexico. The principle of home rule
should be enforced with regard to
the governorship
of the
territory.
Any attempt by the national admin
istration to use the position, of gov
ernor of New Mexico to reward an
eastern politician would be an act of
gross injustice.
Capt. Curry has made a fine gov

,

-

Misses'

Patent Colt, gray silk top,

v

A

sizes

6)4

to

11, 11

:

I
to 2, prices 2.25 and $2.75

f

II"

VICIOUS HORSE

KICKS

ROSWELL BOY TO DEATH
2. Leroy
Roswell, N. M., Nov.
son of Mrs.
Basil Maxwell,
Arthur Crosson, of this place, was
Instantly killed- by the kick of a
vicious horse, at the home of a playmate, late yesterday afternoon. The
horse kicked the boy repeatedly, the
first blow of the hoofs breaking the
youth's neck, so that he died instantly.

,

.

ItSK

Boys' Shoes

Florsheim Shoes

If you 'have given up in despair of ever finding a
fihna that, vrill vAiir that: ftnv ff vnurn 4nnh a reiunn.
lV1a Inner lit. nt t.imA. t.rv an MAmrir.ftn Rov" haattlA

FOR MEN

Fit is absolutely essential to satisfactory footwear,
'
primarily for comfort and necessary to service. Every
v
reputation oipving UHUbUAKUi longser vice, maae FL0RSHEIM shoe is made on lasts that no matter
of Calf Skin, with good heavy oak soles.
what their shaDe. allow th foot t
.nan'Mii.l
without
the
'
cramping or huddling of the toes so
the ordinary shoe giving the proper
in
PreTalent
Wa show some very good Shoes in our Holland- ,bal1 room.
amountof
"porting the instep and hold- Red School House, and Webster linesin Calf skins,
in the beel aud ankle in a firm yet
gentle grasp tha t
Patent Colts. We guarantee our
Velours,
shoes will give satisfaction

Crnoir rr.(!
-t-

Tu rr

ttr-Fat-

of
New York, Nov. Z. In spite
enormous realizing sales yesterday's
cotton market showed a strength that
surprised the bull leaders and sent all
deliveries to two high records for the
season, with March selling at $15.10
and May at $15.15, the highest figures ever reached at this season, since
the civil war.
This big advance followed a weaker
opening. There was little show of aggressiveness on the part of the recognized leaders, but Chicago houses were
buyers and there was, a big public
business on the advance from $14.86,
the lowest point of the morning, to
$15.15 for May.
The market closed firm und within
two or three points of the highest
prices for the day.

Viol-ki-

' 1

Dlttman A Co.'s
Krlapontorf
SHOES FOR WOMEN

Colt, button welt, fanoy toe, $3.50
4.00
Pateni
Colt, buttou straight last,
Bolen
4
rf
Ida Vice Kid, button welt
ff.OO
Peters Bunion last, blucher, low heel,
3.50
Taft Kid, blucher, welt, fancy toe,
4 2.75
a...-..- .Mora Kid, blucher, welt, tnrn,
4.60
Berllu-K- ld.
straight last, lice, high arch,
4.50
suede
top,
Kl
gray
1,
welt,
Dull
button,
Alfred

,

'

:

SHOWS
SURPRISING STRENGTH

MARKET

,

Qx-blo- od

,

COTTON

"

We

We feature a Patent Colt, button, Misses Shoe, with
top, extension soles, very stylish,
f.
sizes U to 2,2(06; 1.
2.50, 3.50 and $3.50
,v

.

,

OHILDREN

take great pride in this line, because we know
that there isn't a better Shoe made for the same
money. They are made on foot form lasts and will
not deform the feet. All leathers, tan. and black,
Viui, Patent Colt, Calf Skin, all sizes, laoe or
button, 1.25 to $3.00 pair.

welt, soles,

ernor, but there are plenty of other
men in New Mexico capable of filling
the highest executive office in the
territory. Probably the rumors of the
appointment of an outside man have
no authority from responsible members of the administration. El Paso
"
Herald. ,.

,

Ferris Shoes
FOR MISSES

X

Ziegler Brothers, E. P. Reid & Co.'s, Krippendorf Dittman brands for Women. The
Ferris and Wood Shoe for Misses and Children. The American Boy Webster and Red
School House Shoes for the Boy. The famous Florsheim Shoe for Men. Shoes made
'
'
especially for us for infants.
That's why the people who buy their shoes here the first time come back for more of the
same kind. If you are one them, you'll understand.
If not, try our shoes and that will be all the proof you need that this is the place to buy
reliable footwear.
Our Autumn stocks are ready with a complete line of good shoes, for Men, Women, Jand
Children afid Infants.

well-know-

SHOES FOR WOMEN

;

P. Watch Inspector

& S.

sen-tenc-

Assortments and Fair Prices

P. Rood & Co.' 8

;;

J. Taupert,

Choice Showings of Men's, Women's, Misses and Infants' Shoes in Fine
-

.

Manufacturing, Jeweler and Optician

DisP,sy of The New Fall Shoes

There is nothing which requires more care in buying than shoes because only an expert
can tell the difference between the really good and the one which only LOOKS IT.
It's a far cry from the raw skins to the finished footwear many intermediate processes,
for clever deception which may be skilfully covered over, but which means a differ
chances
many
,
ence of good dollars to YOU in the matter of wear and service.
,
' You can
only be sure of shoe merit by the name on the shoe, and the name on the door
where you buy it.
n
branded shoes,
So far as possible we try to protect our patrons by handling only
as
us
made
for
or those especially

Minfltp

(

if

.

fe-3- t

The repairing of Watches is our specialty.
We are giving: this department our most
carefulattention. Bring your time piece to
us, to .te 'repaired and.be thereby assured of ff ?
:.
satisfaction. All work guaranteed.

u-

"

,

Vui,

i

MN17

E.LasVegas,

v

Vli

fYimi
'

II

ji

Price from. 1.50 to $3.50

if v"
i II

.

vMx

I

insures your comfort.
Of what benefit are Style and Fit without Service?
No two of these qualities are
complete without the
other. Every FLORSHEIM shoe has 'tie name

in the strap' and stamped on the sole; an
absolute gurrantee that the shoe is all leather the
very best it is possible to purchase and the workwoven

HE

urn

t

s

manship is of the highest quality that it is possible to
secure. $4.00 and $5.00 same as in Chicago.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

for the past few davs frm ht ,
at El Paso, returned last
night to
the Pass City.
W. B. Martin. Jr.,
returned to the
city yesterday from a short
the road, where he has been trip up
looking
after some ' land for his company.
, H. L. Noll and M. J. Tnva nra.
istered at the Castaneda.
today from
Denver; J. J. Owens from Los Ang
les; w. E. Berris, from Chicago.
S. J. Peterson and T. P.
victv
brother and nephew of the late N. E.
Petereori of this City, arrived here
mis morning for a few days' stay.
Misses Louise and Artrtlo Vronio
are in the city today from their Mesa
rancn, registered at the El Dorado;
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Bragg, from Albuquerque.
l
C. W. Hanun,
representative for the
E. It. Read Shoe
company, of Rochester, N. T.. and
dflllMo rf Proof.
dent Taft, Is in town and city
today,
looking after his trade.

Trustworthy
'

'

methods during the
many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trading with us. While
working for' a'busi-"- ;
ness we have been
working for a reputation; we have gained it and it will be
Every deal
upheld.
with us is

"

a satisfac- -

deal we
rantee that.
tory

(

e

gua- -

'

(

WINTERS DRUG CO.

SL

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
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Sao MigiielNational Bank
PAI3 IN

CAPITAL

J.

We Have Takeu The Agency
For The Above Celebrated
Line ot
'i

Ranges

&

orLasegas-

CUNNINGHAM, President.
FRANK 8PRINGER, Vies President
M

0

T. HOSKIN8, Cashier.
F. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.
O.

0

PROVIDE FOR OLD AGE,
while yon are young. "A rolling stone gathers no moss,"
'
neither does a spendthrift add to his wealth.

For Wood Cook Stoves and

YOUR MONEY DRAWS INTEREST AT .THIS SAVINGS
BANK.
;

.

$8.95 For Coal Cook Stoves and up.
I23.50 For
Ranges and up to

wont

Your occasional deposits
account grows day by day.

0

ever be missed. The

IN OLD AGE, MONEY COMES HVNDY.
Open an account.

.

PERSONALS

surplus

CBO.GCG.CO

-

Heaters

ALL STOVES BOUGHT OF US, SET
Uf FREE. ,.

0

.0,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

$4.95 For Coal Heaters, and up.
$1.45 For Wood Heaters, and up.

$5.0
up.

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
q

Miss Sadie O'Byrne returned to the
15c For any size Stove Pipes and
flyer last night from an extended trip
'
Elbows.
Jackson Adams is in the city again through California and Mexico, having 5e Each For Stove Collars.
OFFICE WITH
been absent three months.
from his home at Hermit's lodge.!
For
5o
Each
Flue
Sa.rv
Stops.
tocame
Miguel
down town
W. R. Tipton
Miss Nora E. Morrissy, a trained i5c For
any size Flue Dampers.
day from his ranch at Los Alamos. '
Fred Alamand is in the city today nurse, returned today from Santa Fe, 45c For Zinc Stove boards and up.
from his ranch, purchasing supplies. where she had been for several months
'
25e For the 35o Coal Hods.
Ed Dowling, trainmaster from Ra- past attending a private patient.
MARKETMPORTS.
lOc Each For Stove Shovels.
ton, arrived in the city yesterday afr
S. J. McCune sold his interest In
ternoon.
5c Each For Stove Lifters.
No( Metal Market.
Stephen Wagner Is down from Wa- the Las Vegas Transfer company this
MEANS
New York, Nov. 2. No metal marafternoon
to
H.
E.
his
at
the.
White,
partgon Mound today,' stopping
Election.
ket
ner In the business. Mr. McCune will
New Optic.
ON '.
for his leave Sunday for Plalnfleld,'' O., his
Claudius Hart departed
Chicago, Nov. 2. Wheat, Dec. 114
former
home.
a
short
after
Trinidad
home at
today
Blankets
and
Comforts
May 103
corn, Dec. 58
fine
line of
visit to this city.
60
Dec. 39
to
oats,
May
The
A.
remains
of
L.
who
- - Torrey,
Mrs. W. B. Lange returned Sunday
Comforts
For the Celebrated "Oster-moo- r May 41 7842; pork, aJn. 19.62
nnnnnn f.Affl Q DQVArol WOoVa' visit died here yesterday, were shipped to $15.00 Mattress."
We carry a full May 19.22
lard, Nov. 1212.02
his home at Powersville, Mo., today
line of cheaper makes.
to friends in (Denver.
AT RIGHT PRICES
11.42
Jan.
ribs, Jan. 10.12
E. G. Garcia is In the city from Al- by J. C. Johnsen & Son. His wife, $2.65 For the $3.50
n
Top
May 10.07
father and three children accompanied
Mattress, full size. , Only at
buquerque attending the meeting of
to
the
tlnal
its
body
resting plaec.
the territorial asylum board.
THE ROSENTHAL
Chicago Live Stock
Felipe Tapia, a prominent merchant
Nov. 2. Cattle 12,000.
Chicago,
MeThe
Altar Guild of St. Paul's
$4.95-F- or
at La Liendre, is in town purchasthe $7.50
Market
steady to ten cents lower.
morial Episcopal church will meet
Mattress, full size.
ing supplies for his business.
$3.90
9; Texas steers, $3.75
Beeves,
Ernest Spitz, traveling salesman Friday afternoon instead of Thurs;
Douglas Ave.
Only at
4.85; western steers, $4.257.40;
at
returned
S.
the home of Mrs. J.
Moore,
day,
for the Charles Ilfeld Co.,
stockers and feeders ?35; cows and
wife of the rector. Officers for the en
today from a two months' road trip.
heifers $25.65; calves $6.258.25;
D. J. Herring, New Mexico agent suing year will be elected at this
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As an auxiliary to your

business the "Optic" without a peer in this community when advertising is being
considered.
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straighten out the Cuban tangle when
the postofflce frauds were on and Taft
holds his recond there as unexcelled
by any' public servant.
It was his work in Cuba that caused
the president to make him third as
sistant postmaster genera L a position he now holds. It was given him
by the president merely to keep him
in touch with the administration, so
he could be close by when needed.
Lawshe. was auditor of the Phillip-pine- s
in 1901-- and when he returned
tCWashington in 1907 he was made
assistant postmaster general.
, Lawshe hails from
Indiana, the
home of political office seekers by the
thousands, but this fact will not satisfy New Mexicans, who are preparing
their strong protest. They consider
the bringing in of an outsider as a
sad reflection on their intelligence and
their lack of ability to rule themselves
or select a man from among their
number that can be just as upright as
;
a man from Indiana.
A genera! petition may be circulated
asking for the appointment of a New
Mexican.
,

NEW MEXICO

VMAN
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Instantly Relieves and Cures
Catarrhal
JSore Throat
Do not
Catarrhal sore throat It will never

neglect
get better of Itself. Unless treated In time It becomes chronic, leads to loss of voice, foul breath
and serious complications.
Kondon's (in sanitary tubes) gives quick re
lief, bnutt a bit of this aromatic, soothing,
neaung jeny wen into tne nasal passages.
Take a small
portion Internally, leaving in
the throat as lone as possible, rub the
throat well with the Jelly you II find almost

25c

DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munication first and
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays in
HAT CIBCULATE PETITION
each month. Visiting Office, Chafin's
Livery Stable, Phone
brothers ;: cordially '
Main 1.
Rumor That Abraham Lincoln Lawshe,
invited. Geo. H. Kinkel, W. M., Chas,
Calls answered day or night
Protege of President Taft, is to
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
your druggist or send penny postal to us
for free sample.
Land Executive Plum, Meets With
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Kondon Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Mir a.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2
General DisaoDroval in the Terri
uiinniiiiiuMniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit!ii!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiPHiinniiiiiiii1
DENTIST
,
Knights Templar. Regular
tory.
conclave second Tuesday in Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has
". each month . at Masonic phones at office and residence.
(Denver Post)
SAM S. AND LEE SHUBERT, Lie.
If President Taft appoints Abraham
John S. Clark,
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
'
Lincoln Lawshe governor of NewMex-icF. R. LORD. DENTIST
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
PRESENT:'
f
to
as he plans to do, according
Dr. B. M. Williams.)
to
(Successor
THE
DRAMA
POWERFUL
OP WALL ST. INTRIGUE
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROTprivate letters received in Denver,
al Arch Masons. Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand it will cause a political upheaval the
convocation first Monday in
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone like of which has never been seen in
each month at Masonic
Main 67. .
that territory. All of the political platTemple, 7: 30 p. m. M. R.
forms for the past six years have de- Good Cough Medicine for Children
.Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
ATTORNEYS
and Grown Folks, Too.
clared for home rule for the territory
8por.eder, Secretary.
could
"We
hardly do without Cham
and much bitterness is expected from
GEORGE H. HUNKER .
berlain's Cough Remedy," says Mrs.
an
the
of
The
outsider.
peonaming
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Flora Despaln of Bloyd,
.
Ky. "I found
'
Attorney at Law
ple of the territory feel capable of gov- it to be bo good for the croup and
Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block 'Las Vegas New erning themselves and are getting have used it for years. I can heartily
meet every Monday
Mexico.
recommend it for vcough, colds and
ready to tell Taft so In no uncertain croup in children and grown
evening In Castle
folks,
'
r,n
i
DUNCAN
terms.
2Y'' - '
'
Ball, Visitirik Knights
too." The above shows the Implicit
GEORGE E. MORRISON
are cordially invited.
It is not believed that the president confidence that many mothers place
OPEKA
' ' i. p.
havens;
will be swerved from his position, as in Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, a
HOUSE
Chancellor Command-- confidence based on many years' exCivil Engineer and Surveyor
er.
it Is well known that he has the perience in the use of it.
No one need
ELABORATE SCENERY, , METROPOLITAN CAST
C. M. BERNHARD,
'
DIRECT FBOM
strongest admiration for Lawshe. He hesitate to use this remedy for it con'
'
and
Record
ol
Keeper
Office: Wheeler Bldg, E. Las Vegas. took him with him to the
no chloroform, opium or other
THE MAXINE ELLIOTT, THEATRE, N. Y.
Philippines tains
Seal.
narcotics and may be
to a child
made him auditor, and Lawshe more as confidently as to given
an adult. For
A Viril Story, Vividly Told N. Y. World.
NOTICE
than made good. He was : sent to sale by all, dealers.
BALDT LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
of Territorial Engineer.
Prices, $1.50, $1.00 and 50c
Meets first Department
.
UNION OF AMERICA
First publication Oct. 26, 1909..
Sale on at Murphey's and Schaffer's.
of
each month
and third Wednesday
Last publication Nov. 16, 1909
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
Santa Fe, NM., Oct 23, 1909
Notice is hereby given that on the
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hil- l,
7th day of Octoberr 1909, in accord
characterizatlon, most artistically and
Secretary. Visiting members ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
v
carefuly done is that of Harry D. Croscordially invited.
of 1907. The Board of Trustees of
Paul
who
Craven;
by,
plays
of
Las
the Town of Las Vega's
Vegas,
about them. Some of the finest cos- Frederick Montague, the English actor
.Big Amateur Benefit.
REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F. County of San Miguel, Territory of
These days, and nights, too, there tumes arrived today from Denver.
meets second and fourth Thursday New Mexico, made application to the
whose "Ringmaster", Richard Hillary
territorial engineer of New Mexico is very little Idlenesin Las Vegas,
here's to the success of is most powerful and convincing,
Withal,
evenings of each month at the I. O. for a
to appropriate from the
Bonnie
0. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N. Public permit
or as all those who are not Interested "Princess Bonnie."
scores heavily, and as the younglinan-cler- ,
'
Waters of the Territory
1'W
v
V.
in preparing for "Princess Bonnie,"
G.; Mrs. New Mexico.
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard,
John LeBaron, H. S. Northup, al
Such appropriation is to be made are helping those who are. IndicaAdelene
T. F. Dailey, Secretary;
"The Ringmaster"
ways a favorite in this city), Is at his
from Gallinas, Sapello rivers, Pecos tions are .that there will not be one
Smith, Secretary.
"The
inbest, the character v affording him
and
a
drama
creek
of
and
Ringmaster,"
Sanguijuela
arroyo
seat
in
vacant
Duncan
the
opera
as
of
diversion
tributaries
Thursday, Nov. 4
at' points
and graft on Wall street will splendid opportunity of displaying ills
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND. follows:
house Thursday night when the cur- trigue
be
seen
Another
talents.
at
the
Duncan
each
praiseworthy
opera house on many
fourth Tuesday evenings
(a) Gallinas Inlet Canal Initial tain goes up for the first act in what
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting Point bears South 62 degrees 10 min promises to be the most successful next Tuesday evening, November 9th. blf of acting is done by P. A. Yelving-to- n
Proceeds to be 'used to ;
This first work1 of Olive Porter, a
tis " MacElroy president of ' the
brothers are cordially Invited. W. utes East 1,290 ft. distant from North amateur theatricals ever
given here.
D. W. West Corner Section 6 in Township
Miss
jkf. Lewis, exalted ruler;
Alice
railroad.
Weeks
Eastern
New
Yorker, holds the Interest
build a curbing around
16 North of Range 16 East N. M. P. Already, practically every seat In the young
Condon; secretary.
parquet has been sold for the Thurs firmly by the force of its appeal to makes a charming, sympathetic and
(b) Romeroville ditch, point of dithe elementary human love of a cont- womanly Eleanor Hillary,. ?9U!bJfx.pX
performance.
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR
version is same as Gallinas Inlet. day night
The ' half hundred partlclrjance In est-to
the 'working out of opposing the "ringmaster", and in love with Le
second and fourth Canal.
Ideals
and
to seeing somebody get Baron, her father's financial opponent;
Bonnie"
all
each
are
of
Inlet
Canal
month,
(c) Sapello
Initial 'princess
spending
Thurstday ovtsnlngs
'All visiting brothers and sisters are Point bears South 30 degrees West their extra time learning the catchy the better of somebody else. In It Clara Coleman supplies a goodly porIt. distant from North East
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah A. 1,450
Corner Section 28 in Township 18 songs and new dances at the nightly there is enough quick action, excite- tion of the comedy incidental to the
Mrs.
Ida
Chaffin, worthy matron;
worm or Range is East N. M. P. M rehearsals, which are being conduct- ment and love to satisfy the most ar- play and the other members of the ;
The best talent in the
Seelinger, secretary.
(d) Trout Springs Resevoir Dam ed at tbe opera house. Tonight a dress dent devotee pf melodramatic enter castjare good in their respective roles.
Initial point bears N. 51 degrees W, rehearsal, with music- -' by a- full orch- tainment, and the third
The prices which will prevail for
the City
act, particular
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. 4420 ft. from S. E. Cor. Sec. 34, T. 17 estra, will be held, as well as on. towhere
60 cents, $1.00
ly,
will
this
be
LeBaron,
young
played
engagement
by
15
E.
N.
R.
4, meets every Monday evening at
morrow
with possibly another H. S.
'.
Northup, secures sufficient of and $1.50. Reserved seat sale opens
(e) ' Waters of Pecos Arrjyo and rehearsal night,
their hall on Sixth street All visit- Sanguijuela
on
afternoon.
Thursday
are
creek
taken
directly
the
stock
of the railroad to defeat the Friday morning at the Murphey and
at, "Are
ing brethren cordially invited to
you going to see 'Princess
into Sanguijuela reservoir.
Catchy Music
Is intensely dram Schaefer drug stores.
proposed
combine,
E.
N.
W.
TCast
G.;
Outlet Bonnie or are you in it?" This is a
McAllister,
tend, C.
(f) Initial 'point of
atic with its stock office atmosphere,
Cometock, V. G.; R. O. Williams, Canal from SanguijuelaGO reservoir question that is heard on all sides.
16 degrees
mlu'itee
North
bears
conversations and surpris
If you desire a clear complexion take
telephone
secretary; W.' E. Crltes, treasurer; West 4,090 ft. from South East Cor Theater parties are being arranged
FANCY DANCING
Orino Laxative for constipathe
Foley's
climax
trustee.
ing
situations,
V.
leading
cemetery
up
Hedgcock,
,C.
ner Section 34 in Township 17 North by many and the affair will be a so-- j to a
tion
and
liver
as
trouble
It
will
stim
where
the
tension is of the
point
of Range 16 East N. M. P. M
cial e"vent in every way.
.
ulate these organs and thoroughly
BRILLIANT COSTUMES
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
(g) "Initial point of WesC Outlet
The "Bridesmaids' Dance" is a keenest.
cleanse your system, which Is what
reservoir
from
Canal
at
Saisiiini)la
102, meets every Friday night
beautiful one and includes some of! The second act, which takes place everyone needs in order to feel well,
THE HIT OF'THE SEASON;
commences at same point.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
the
canal
outlet
of
Initial
prettiest girls who will take parton board the steam yacht "Nomadic Red Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaef
point
(hi
at
er.
eight from SaDello reservoir bears South in the show,
west of Fountain Square,
although 0f course all 18 IUU 01 novel eitects ana in it wire-o- f
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- 10 deerees 3 minutes West 2,376 ft,
in the caste are pretty. And Iess telegraphy plays a most impor-those
Section 11
Ettray Advertisement
dially welcome. Jas. N. Cook, pres- from North East Corner.
17 North of Range 16 E, the gowns well, of course, the gowns t&nt part. Miss Porter has given the
in
Township
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R.
secretary.
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dreams
that
male
some
characters
rather
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to
made
be
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vague,
by
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exceedingly may concern that the following d
diversion and storage of the ordin be there yourself and learn more forceful lines and a small piece of scribed estray animal was taken up by Prices, 50c, 75c and $1.00
KNIGHTS OF .COLUMBUS, COUN- the
ary flow and flood waters of said
T. P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
CIL NO. 804, meets second and streams, by means of ditches to the full
One horse.
PioC.
O.
R.
hall,
fourth Thursday,
Eetray Advertisement
capacity thereof as shown by said ap
Branded
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
neer building. Visiting members plication and the maps and statement
On, left hip
in my office, whenever available
may concern that the following
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton, filed
and until the actual annual diversion
One
horse.
estray animal wa& taken ud b
G. K.; E. P. Mackel, F. S.
shall aggregate and be equivalent to
T. P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
Branded
the diversion of 115 cu. ft per second
One hoeee.
On left hip
r. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD continuously or 80,000 acre ft. to be
Branded
'
to
17,
and
18,
stored
Twps.
One horse. ,
On left hip
Tuesday evenings each month, at 16, 15, N. conveyed
R. 16 E.; T. 15 and
'
One horse
.Fraternal Brotherhood Hall,, Visit- 16 N. R. 17 E. and T.' 17 ' N.
Branded
On left hip
Branded
ing brothers are cordlaHy invited. R. 15 E., by means of ditches and
On left hip
John Thornhlll,
president; E. C. reservoirs and there used for irrigation
One horse.
and domestic use, and that said appli
One horse
Ward, secretary. .
Branded
cation will be taken up by the territo- Branded '
on
On left hip
the
engineer for consideration
On left hip
RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
of January, 1910, and all per- 4th
One horse
animal
Said
this
unknown
ti
Brotherhood ha.l every second and gonfJ day
being
who may oppose the
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
at the eighth 0f sajfl application must file their
, fourth Thursday, sleep
On left hip
before Nov. 14, '09, said date being 10
run. Visiting brothers always wel- - obections with the territorial engineer
after last appearance of this ad
days
Said
animal being unknown
on
or
date.
before
that
David
thi.
to the wigwam.
come
vertisement said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed bv
'
VERNON L. SULLIVAN
:
1.
riaia
xi.
Kvaiuc
Board
of
for
benefit
the before Nov. 14, '09. said date
the
f lint, sauiitjm,
by tha
Territorial Engineer.
being 1(T
owner when found.
chief of records and collector ot
days after last appearance of this
'
I
N o"
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SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE
fX
Advertisement.
Ii
said
wampum.
Estray
estray will be Bold
)
Albuquerque, N. M.
:
ty this oard for the benefit ot the
Notice is heraov slven vo whom It
1909
Nov.
1st
Oct
last
4,
25,
pub.
pub.
de-owner
wnen found.
8. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54!., may concern that the following
CATTLE SANITARY BOARDS
O. B. B. Meets every first Wed- - scribed entray animal was taken up by
P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
Estray Advertisement,
Albuquerque, N. m!
U;
nesday of the month in the vestr.v
V..'....,X;.iTo wit: One horse.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it 1st pub. Oct. 25, last pub. Nov. 4, 1909
room of Temple Montefiore, DougBranded
may concern that the following de
las avenue and Ninth street. Visit
On left hip
scribed eRtray animal was, taken up by
Efctray Advertisement
invited.
are
cordially
P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
One horse.
ing brothers
Notice is hereby given to whom It
One blue horse, bald faced,
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi
may concern that the following deBranded
S years old.
J. 0. Raisin, secretary.
scribed ediray animal wa taken nn b
On left shoulder
Branded
.. tr. miie, uanup, XS. M.
One horse.
On left hip
One horse.
Branded
Branded
EZ1
Branded
On left shoulder
M E
On right hip
On right hip
Three horses.
One horse.
One roan horse, . 10 years old.
Branded
I
.Hi
Branded
Branded
On left shoulder
On right hip
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
Said
animal being unknown tn thi
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
floard, unless claimed bv owner on or Board, unless claimed hr flWTtAI All nm
before Nov. 14, '09, said date being 10
before Nov. 14, '09, said date being 10 beforeTNov. 14. 09, said date
being 10
days after last appearance of iale ad
days after last appearance of this
days after last appearance of
adwill
be sold
vertisement, said estray
said estray will bs sold vertisement, said estray will this
be
sold
by this Board for the benefit ot the
Board
for the benefit ot the ly this Board for the benefit of th
by this
owner when found.
owner when found.
cwner when found.
t.
CATTLE SANITARY BOA P By
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPD
Miss ACiceJA'eeks, as Eleanor Hillary, and H. S. Northrup as John Le- Albuquerque, N. M.'
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st Pub. Oct 25, last nub. Nov. 4, 1909
In
Albuquerque, N. M.
"The
Baron, jr.,
st pub. Oct. 25, lastpubNov. 4, 1909jlst pub. Oct
Riigmaster."
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Saner Rraot1
2 Pounds 15c
4 Pounds 25c
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Phone. Main 193 or 194
-

Your neighbors are asking for and receiving
FREE sample cans of LAV ALINE. "Shall we
N. B.

send you one?
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For Ladies Only
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WEATHER REPORT
November 1, 1909.
Temperature Maximum 73; .minimum 23; range 50.
Humidity 12 m., 30; 6 p. m., 28;
mean 29.
Forecast Tonight fair; tomorrow
fair, warmer east portion.

where he has been attending the meeting of the synod of New Mexico, which
embraces New Mexico and Arizona.
Teodoro Pena has opened a meat
market and grocery store on Bridge
street, next to the scond hand store
of Vicente Martinez.

LOCAL NEWS

TO THE

BREAD EATING PUBLIC
We want you to try our high patent flour,

n

or Pride
You can get it at your grocer's and he will guarantee it to you. Try a sack and if it doesn't give
you satisfaction, bring it back and get your money
refunded. Isn't this a fair offer and would
we be willing to made it if we didn't have every
confidence in its merits? Also this is a homemade product. Don't you want to help us grow?

The dance to be given by the F. U.
of
November 3, has been postponed
Mrs. Jake Shaw is reported serious until November 17. Tickets that have
been sold for the dance will be good
ly ill at her home on Fourth street
on that date.
Spare ribs and sauer kraut at Pete
"Princess Bonnie," a comic opera,
,
Roth's.
comickly construed, by fifty comGet the best at Nolette'e barber petent comedians and cleverly clad
.- if
coloquists. At the Duncan Thursday,
shop.
November 4.
,
FREE WIRING. We will wire 25
Residences free. Full particulars at FREE WIRING. We will wire 25
office. Las Vegas Light & Power Co. Residences free. Full
particulars at
office. Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
There will be a regular weekly drill
of Company H at the armory tonight.
See Orrin Blood, as "Salvldor," the
body guard of Admiral Pomposo, in
For Sale Slightly used heating "Princess
Bonnie," at the Duncan
Geo. S. Allee, 1217
stove, cheap.
Thursday night. It will cure what ails
Sixth street.
you.
Mr. Peterson as Count Falsettl in
flOOO REWARD.
The management
Princess Bonnie," at the opera house of the latest New York success, "PrinThursday night. Don't fail to see him. cess Bonnie," offers a reward of one
thousand dollars to any one who atThe B. B. lodge will give its first tends the
performance at the opera
regular monthly dance tonight at the house Thursday night, and Is not sat
;
0. O. F. hall.
isfied with the show.
'.

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

131,

Order your cream
Turner.

from

T.

T.

NEW ENGLAND SUPPER
will be given by

That annual treat

the ladles of St. Paul's Guild Tuesday
The board of directors of Las Vegas Nov. 2, at the chapel beginning at 5
is
hospital held , their regular monthly clock, for 35 cents. The public
cordially solicited to attend. '
meeting this afternoon.
Beginning October 6th I will teach
For Sale New five room house on ladies to do their own dressmaking
as taught by the Keiet-er'- s
Second, street. Will sell at a, great and tailoring,
Ladles' Tailoring College of St.
bargain if sold at once. Harris. Real Louis. For particulars call at $25
Columbia avenue. Mrs. H. M. Glass.
Estate Co.
,

.

YOUR SECECTIOTT

IS

.

(
"

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

The First National Bank
CAPITAL and SURPIAJS $130,000.00.
E. D.

FREE WIRING. We will wire 25
Residences free. Full particulars at
office. Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

MOTION PICTURES

Film Service Unsurpassed

Rev.. Dr. Robert M. Donnelson, of
Denver, field secretary of the board
of Home Missions of the Presbyterian

Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
and Tuesday.
en
Monday
church, passed through here today
Ariz., admission 10 cents, Children 5 cents,
route home from Phoenix,

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

,

JEFFERSON BAYNOLDS. President.
HALLETTRAYNOLDS,
RAYNOLDS, Cashier "

Sanitary

.

Washing

Ass't Cashier

Free from Slate or Slack

or Water tmKlMtl
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A LINE OF
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ALL GO AT COST

For Making Your

SIXTH STREET

J.

Can

H.O.BROWN

TRADING

CO.,

DEALERS IN

,

'

"

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Bridge Street.

Get Our Prices before buying.

"

Phone Main 85

FRESH

FINE MEATS

CALIFORNIA

,

For the
best Beef,

Pork and

LETTUCE

Mvitton

AND

in the
City go to

CELERY
AT

Boucher's
"THE COFFEE MAN"

or Sale

Finch'B Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distiller

to-yo-

At the Lobby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon,
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.
.

Some Very desirable City prop

erty improved and unimproved.
Houses for rent furnished and
Straight Guggenheim ry
over the bar at the Antlers.
unfurnished.

served'

The best draft beer In th
The Lobby, of course.

city. At

HAS. H. SPORLEDER,
.

'

Pabst't draught beer on tap only
B. Las Vegas, N. M. at Opera bar.

Clothes of

Quality

VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY

LAS

-

'
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If your wardrobe is incomplete
of anything in the way of Clothing, Hats, Shoes qr, Furnishing-Goodyou are cordially invited
to inspect our stock, 'tfkr
V;

,

--

S2.00 Per Dozen

V

:

Latest designs and all new patterns, just what you should have-foFall and Winter 1909 and

s,

'

Big Ones. Yellow ind White

Good Cooking Apples 8 lbs. for25o

u

Mr ;

Chrysauthemvim
"'V-

(Marx

M. GREENBERGER,
Sole Agent

15he

H. STEARNS,

Grocer.
East Las Vesras, New Mexico.

Hart Schaffaer

be had ONLY by
p&tronizing

"

Grocers, Catcher and Cskera

S3:

PHONE MAIN 107

of Goods

1TeT.rHVrwflllll

TODAY
Fresh from the Sea to You.

. .v..-v-

S3"

II

Mm

Currants, Raisins,- lemon and

S3:

I ake Graaf

Prompt Service

VJo Havo-- -

S3:

Girls School Coats

Careful Handling

llitMA
If

Foot Main St

Orange Peel.

l5o a pair.

Special,

I-

S3;

Ironing

On Domestic Coal. Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.76
per ton just what you want for cooking,

New

8S.

609 Douglas Ave.

pbone Main 21

THEY LAST

I Also special sale in Boys' and Girls' Hosiery. The
" Iwell
known" Bear Skin brand, in all sizes, good for
school wear. . Regular price 25c.

Real Estate Co.

Best

MONEY
D.

AS LONG AS

Cg
S

$tm2&

.

CRYSTAL THEATER

ganization.
'

5

.,

PAPEN'3

His

hi

'

.The $1.65 jfiadejj. now

El Porvenir opened for winter un
The city is installing another new
der new management. Everything
of
at
the
cross
walk
intersection,
style
up to date now. Special dinners every
Douglas and Grand avenues.
Sunday. Stage leaves Romero Mercantile Co.'s Tuesday, Thursday and Orders by Telephone Promptly and
mornings at 8 o clock. ReJust opened a new and second hand Saturday same
Carefully Filled.
days, leaves El Porvestore. We can furnish your nouse. turning
.
nir at 2 p.
A Trial is to Buy Here Always.
May & Hlle, Bridge street, opposite
Brown Trading Co.

OF A GOOD BANK
important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come,
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
iThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of. its or- -

................ .,..7oos

ft The $l,2Sgrade, now

dvflsj' ITin.

Our special order department will gladly at any
time order you anything- - thajt we do not carry,
we will do so promptly and usually can saye
ron a little money.
;i

t.-h-

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

E

MM

Gmm J

Fine Albuquerque Celery
Cauliflower
Green Onions
Head Lettuce
Soup Bunches
r Choice Broad Leaf Splnage ;

,

2, 1909

'PHgo.Q2.25.
?

"White

Fancy

NOVEMBER

Crtz'it as Dayllono Defter Mmd
Perfection Lump

Fresh Vegetable Offering

-

TUESDAY,

Per Dozeu
Smaller Ones in Sprays. ;,$1.50
m
'f' i'-- sv Sprays
rf'-j--

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION,
Prop.

Boston Clolhlng House

In

fi

